An update from Burhill Group Limited – We look forward to seeing you soon
Today we have taken the incredibly tough decision temporarily to close all our golf venues
from tonight - Monday 23rd March. We believe it is the right decision for our employees,
members, visitors and suppliers. It is your health that matters in these very uncertain and
challenging times.
Over the last 48 hours, it has become clear that maintaining safe social distancing whilst
operating busy golf facilities is increasingly difficult and therefore, we believe that
temporary closure is the only safe option.
I am incredibly grateful to our brilliant team members who have been working so hard to continue to
serve you safely in very difficult circumstances. The time has now come when we must support our
government which needs everybody to pull together and do the right thing and follow the advice
given.
We have not taken this decision lightly and know that our golf and health clubs have been playing an
important role for the communities where we operate, providing exercise and the opportunity to be
outdoors. We have been clear that it was always our intention to do this whilst it was safe for
everyone, however we feel now is the time to make the decision to temporarily close.
I want to take this opportunity to thank every single one of our team members for the support and
hard work they have given us all. I am incredibly proud of every single one of them, their resolve in
dealing with the constantly changing landscape and like us their determination to be of service to our
many loyal members and customers has been inspiring. We are so grateful to have such a great team
of people and we would like to reassure everybody that their wellbeing is and always will be our top
agenda item as we navigate our business through these very difficult times. Our teams have worked
so hard trying to take every step to keep our members and customers safe and looking after each
other so well.
We will continue to update you through our websites and email alerts in the coming weeks and in the
meantime, we thank you for your continued support and loyalty during these unprecedented times.
For our golfer’s rest assured we are organising our greenkeeping teams to still maintain our golf
courses whilst following the government’s social distancing policy, thereby ensuring when we all come
back their condition is of the quality, we would all be proud off.
Take care of one another and like us I am sure you will be looking out for your wider community, we
look forward to seeing and welcoming you all back to our clubs and facilities as soon as it is safe for us
to reopen.

Colin Mayes
Chief Executive, Burhill Group Limited

